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Section-A
1- Choose the correct answer from the following:

(a) Unsupervised learning is.

i. Learning without comPuters.

ii. Problem Based learning.

iii. Learning form teachers.

(b) Rvzy logic is a from of
i. Two-valued logic

ii. Crisp set logic
iii. Many-valued logic

iv. Binary set logic

(C) In feed forward ANN information flow is

i. Unidirectional ii. Bidirectional

iii. Multidirectional iv. All of these

(d) Artificial neural network word for:

i. Pattern Recognition ii.

iii. Clustering iv. All of these

(e) Fuzzy logic is extension of crisp set with an extension of
truth-

i. True ii. False

(f) Which of the following is not a part of fuzzy logic

i. Ftzzification module ii.

iii. Defuzzification module iv.

(g) Genetic algorithms are hemistic methods that do not

problem.

i. True ii. False

(h) The membership functions are generally represented in

i. Tabular form

ii Graphical form

iii. Mathematical form

iv. Logical form
(i) What are the following sequence of steps taken in designing

i.Fuzzification + Rule evaluation -+ Defuzzification

ii Rule evaluation + Fuzzifrcation + Defuzzification

iii. Defuzification+ Rule evaluation + Fuzificaton

iv.Fuzzy Sets + Defuzzification-+ Rule evaluation

0) is the way to represent uncertainty

i. Fuzzy Logic

iii. Entropy

ii. Probability
iv. All of these
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2- Answer the following questions:

(a) What is soft comPuting?

(b) Write the characteristics of ANN.

(c) Define membershiP function.

(d) What is oPtimization?

(e) Discuss about supervised learning.

Section-B
Answer all the question:

Unit-I
3- Compare different tools of soft computing in detail.

OR

Explain various area of application of soft computing'

Unit-[
4- What is learning process? Explain various types of

OR

Briefly explain about the Hope field networks.

Unit:III
5- Explain the following components of fuzzy logic system:

a. Fvzzificaton b. Rule base c.

OR

Explain the following:

(a) Fuzzy Arithmetic (b) Crisp of tuzzy
Unit-IV

6- Explain about the basic operators and technologies in

OR

Explain the following:
a- Binary chromosome

b- Crossover and mutation
Unit-V

7- Explain all Hybrid types of soft computing with suitable

OR

Explain MATLAB and MATLAB API

(Application program interface). Write various plots and

MATLAB.
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